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21

Abstract

22

The proper structural organization of the microtubule-based spindle during cell division

23

requires the collective activity of many different types of proteins. These include non-

24

motor microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) whose functions include crosslinking

25

microtubules to regulate filament sliding rates and assembling microtubule arrays. One

26

such protein is PRC1, an essential MAP that has been shown to preferentially crosslink

27

overlapping antiparallel microtubules at the spindle midzone. PRC1 has been proposed

28

to act as a molecular brake, but insight into the mechanism of how PRC1 molecules

29

function cooperatively to resist motor-driven microtubule sliding and to allow for the

30

formation of stable midzone overlaps has been lacking. Here we employ a modified

31

microtubule gliding assay to rupture PRC1-mediated microtubule pairs using surface-

32

bound kinesins. We discovered that PRC1 crosslinks always reduce bundled filament

33

sliding velocities relative to single microtubule gliding rates, and do so via two distinct

34

emergent modes of mechanical resistance to motor-driven sliding. We term these

35

behaviors braking and coasting, where braking events exhibit substantially slowed

36

microtubule sliding compared to coasting events. Strikingly, braking behavior requires the

37

formation of two distinct high-density clusters of PRC1 molecules near microtubule tips.

38

Our results suggest a cooperative mechanism for PRC1 accumulation when under

39

mechanical load that leads to a unique state of enhanced resistance to filament sliding

40

and provides insight into collective protein ensemble behavior in regulating the mechanics

41

of spindle assembly.
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42

Introduction

43

Successful eukaryotic cell division requires the proper spatiotemporal organization of

44

microtubule-based structures to segregate chromosomes and position the cell division

45

plane (Kapoor, 2017). Specialized microtubule arrays, such as those assembled within

46

the spindle midzone, undergo relative filament sliding at speeds that must be tightly

47

regulated (McIntosh and Hays, 2016). Microtubule motions are primarily driven by motor

48

proteins that crosslink and slide microtubules or exert pulling forces from filament ends

49

(Forth and Kapoor, 2017). Filament motions are also modulated by non-motor

50

microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs). MAPs can bundle microtubules into higher-

51

order structural arrays, sort filaments by polarity, and regulate microtubule movement

52

during sliding by producing brake-like resistance (Braun et al., 2011, 2017; Janson et al.,

53

2007; Subramanian and Kapoor, 2012).

54
55

It is common for proteins that regulate microtubule motions and dynamics to function not

56

as individual units but rather collectively as clusters of molecules, leading to behaviors

57

that the constituent molecules do not exhibit alone. For example, the yeast kinesin-5

58

motor Cin8 walks towards microtubule minus-ends at the single particle level (Roostalu

59

et al., 2011). However, when Cin8 forms clusters at microtubule minus-ends, these

60

complexes can switch from fast minus-end to slow plus-end-directed motility and allow

61

for the capture and sliding of antiparallel microtubules (Fallesen et al., 2017; Roostalu et

62

al., 2011; Shapira et al., 2017). Another kinesin, the budding yeast kinesin-8 Kip3p,

63

operates in a cooperative manner at microtubule plus tips to control filament

64

depolymerization in a length-dependent manner (Varga et al., 2009, 2006). Dynamic

65

microtubule plus-ends are decorated with EB1 ‘comets’ that saturate hundreds of binding

66

sites at the growing tip, which likely enhances interactions with EB1 binding partners such

67

as dynein (Bieling et al., 2008; Duellberg et al., 2014; Maurer et al., 2012; Pecreaux et

68

al., 2006). In Physcomitrella patens, which like most land plants lacks cytoplasmic

69

dyneins, none of the six minus-end-directed kinesin-14 members are processive as

70

dimers (Jonsson et al., 2015). However, when artificially forced into ensembles, high

71

processivity and fast motility are observed in the type-VI kinesin-14, providing the cells

72

with a dynein-independent mechanism for retrograde transport. These observations
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73

suggest that localized high-density protein clusters can elicit functional mechanical

74

outputs that are not generated by single molecules, but rather emerge via collective

75

ensemble action.

76
77

Ensemble behavior is likely important for MAPs that crosslink microtubules within the

78

mitotic spindle. One such MAP is PRC1, the human member of the conserved MAP65

79

family. Both PRC1 and the yeast MAP65 homolog Ase1 preferentially crosslink

80

antiparallel microtubules both in vitro and in dividing cells (Bieling et al., 2010; Janson et

81

al., 2007; Rincon et al., 2017; Subramanian et al., 2010; Tikhonenko et al., 2016;

82

Yamashita et al., 2005). In metaphase, PRC1 has been shown to mediate the formation

83

of ‘bridging fibers’ that crosslink sister kinetochore microtubule fibers (Kajtez et al., 2016;

84

Polak et al., 2017; Vukušić et al., 2017). In anaphase, it has been suggested that PRC1

85

crosslinkers serve as mechanical linkages between segregating chromosomes and

86

separating spindle halves. For example, in human cells PRC1 knockdown leads to

87

reduced microtubule density at the spindle midzone, which results in the spindle halves

88

being detached from each other (Mollinari et al., 2005, 2002; Zhu et al., 2006). Consistent

89

with the model of PRC1 acting as a mechanical brake, increased chromosome and

90

spindle pole segregation rates, as well as increased chromosome separation distances,

91

are observed in PRC1-knockdown cells (Pamula et al., 2019). These data suggest that

92

the collective actions of motor proteins external to the overlap pulling apart the

93

microtubule bundle are resisted by PRC1 ensembles, though this behavior has not been

94

specifically tested.

95
96

Several lines of evidence suggest that ensembles of MAP65 family members exhibit

97

complex behaviors to resist microtubule sliding. For example, Ase1 has been shown to

98

slow motor-driven microtubule sliding through an adaptive braking mechanism (Braun et

99

al., 2011) which arises due to an entropic expansion force within densely crosslinked

100

filaments that can prevent microtubules from sliding apart (Lansky et al., 2015). In vivo,

101

Ase1 can selectively stabilize longer microtubule bundles while allowing for transport of

102

shorter microtubules via motors, suggesting that Ase1 can produce overlap length-

103

dependent resistive forces (Janson et al., 2007). Ase1 has also been shown to form
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104

multimers on single microtubules, where collisions between single diffusive Ase1 particles

105

results in the formation of higher order complexes, though the functional role for this

106

behavior is unclear (Kapitein et al., 2008). Similarly, direct mechanical measurements

107

have revealed unique properties for the human crosslinker PRC1. Single molecule

108

measurements of monomeric PRC1 constructs reveal the microtubule-binding domain

109

alone can generate velocity-dependent frictional resistance when moved along the

110

microtubule lattice (Forth et al., 2014). More recently, we have shown that ensembles of

111

full-length PRC1 produce significant resistance against fast microtubule motions, but

112

minimal resistance against slow motions (Gaska et al., 2020). Strikingly, no evidence of

113

entropic expansion forces was detected for PRC1, suggesting a functional divergence

114

from the yeast counterpart. Most intriguing is that when sliding is paused, PRC1

115

molecules undergo rearrangement to produce greater resistance upon resumption of

116

sliding, suggesting the possibility that diffusion within overlaps results in the formation of

117

higher-order PRC1 clusters, though such clusters were not directly observed (Gaska et

118

al., 2020). Taken together, these findings suggest that PRC1 may form higher order

119

structures with synergistic properties. However, it remains unclear how high density

120

PRC1 clusters might form and how they might affect the mechanics of motor-driven

121

filament pair separation.

122
123

To address these outstanding questions, we have employed a modified microtubule

124

gliding assay using PRC1-crosslinked bundles rather than single microtubules. We

125

imaged individual microtubule motions along with the distribution of PRC1 molecules in

126

overlaps as bundles are ‘ruptured’ by the action of surface-bound kinesin motors which

127

exert large forces and move microtubules with their minus-ends out. We find that PRC1

128

slows the separation of bundles under all conditions, but that a unique arrangement of

129

PRC1 clusters near the filament tips occurs around half of the time and produces a

130

substantially greater resistive force. We term the two observed modes of PRC1 resistance

131

coasting and braking, and demonstrate that high density clusters allow for an increase in

132

crosslinker persistence time in overlaps as well as a unique mechanical state that is

133

capable of generating enormous resistive loads against filament separation.
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134

Results

135

PRC1 Bundles Microtubules and Impedes Motor-Driven Sliding

136

To understand how microtubule bundles crosslinked by ensembles of PRC1 molecules

137

resist sliding forces produced by motor proteins, we employed a modified microtubule

138

sliding assay. First, a passivated coverslip sparsely decorated with antibodies to a 6-His

139

motif was prepared in a sample chamber, and truncated kinesin-1 (K439) constructs with

140

C-terminal 6-His tags were introduced and bound to the surface with their motor domains

141

facing into solution. Next, 2-8 nM of a GFP-tagged PRC1 construct (hereafter referred to

142

as PRC1) and microtubules were incubated together for ~20 minutes in 1X BRB80. These

143

PRC1-mediated microtubule bundles were then introduced into the flow chamber along

144

with either 10, 100, or 500 µM ATP. Over time, microtubule bundles landed on the kinesin-

145

coated surface, at which point bundle disruption via motor-driven sliding began and could

146

be visualized using TIRF microscopy (Figure 1A). Though we occasionally observed both

147

single microtubules and bundles containing three or more microtubules, our analyses

148

focus exclusively on pairs of microtubules as determined by fluorescence intensity from

149

the microtubule imaging channel (Figure S1A). In each antiparallel pair of microtubules,

150

our kinesin-1 construct walked toward the plus-ends, bringing them closer, and pushed

151

the minus ends outward which resulted in a decrease of the overlap length. (Figure 1B).

152

This assay allowed us to track microtubule movement and PRC1 distribution within

153

microtubule overlaps over time.

154
155

For each observed event we generated kymographs to visualize the time course of bundle

156

disruption (Figure 1C). Each kymograph depicts one pair of microtubules sliding past

157

each other in opposite directions with minus-ends leading. The microtubules pairs are

158

crosslinked by PRC1 in the overlap region, which appears as a “V” shape in the middle

159

of the kymograph. We calculated the instantaneous velocity from the slope of the

160

microtubule edges throughout the course of bundle disruption and observed two distinct

161

regions with different mean velocities: a slower velocity was measured while PRC1 was

162

still crosslinking microtubules, thereby resisting sliding (“bundled”) and a faster velocity

163

after the microtubules had separated from each other and PRC1 was no longer providing

164

resistance via crosslinks (“escaped”, Figures S1B and S1C). For all measured events, we
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165

therefore parsed each microtubule’s motion into these two phases and calculated the

166

average microtubule velocities for each. We determined that PRC1 was capable of

167

slowing microtubule sliding across a range of kinesin stepping rates (Figure S1D).

168

Surprisingly, we observed that some bundle disruption events exhibited little difference

169

between bundled and escaped velocities (Figure 1D), while others had a much more

170

significant difference (Figure 1E). Together, these data indicate that kinesin-driven

171

microtubule gliding was impeded when microtubules were crosslinked by PRC1, but

172

returned close to single filament sliding rates upon bundle disruption and the magnitude

173

of velocity reduction appeared to vary between different bundles.

174
175

PRC1 Resistance to Motor-Driven Microtubule Sliding Occurs in Two Distinct

176

Phases

177

To quantify the observed differences in bundle behavior, we calculated the ratio of the

178

bundled velocity (vBundle) to the escaped microtubule velocity (vEscaped) for each

179

microtubule in a bundle. This value provides a measure of how much microtubules are

180

being slowed by PRC1 crosslinkers and was used as a criterion for categorizing events.

181

Plotting all such ratios as a histogram revealed two distinct peaks. For approximately half

182

(57%) of the events, bundled microtubule velocities were less than 40% of the escaped

183

microtubule velocity, while for the remainder of the events bundled microtubule sliding

184

velocities were > 40% of the escaped microtubule velocity (Figure 2A). We termed these

185

behaviors braking and coasting, respectively. The ratio values and relative distribution of

186

events were consistently observed across the range of ATP concentrations (Figure 2B).

187
188

To better characterize these two modes of behavior, we looked for potential differences

189

in the construction of the bundles. First, we examined microtubule length, conjecturing

190

that bundles containing longer microtubules might favor one state over the other, but

191

found no significant difference between microtubule lengths within bundles from braking

192

or coasting events. Additionally, when the relative difference in microtubule lengths within

193

each bundled pair was calculated, we observed no difference between braking and

194

coasting events (Figure 2C). We next compared bundled and escaped velocities for each

195

disruption event and found that longer microtubules tended to have higher bundled
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196

velocities, but observed no microtubule-length dependence for the escaped velocities

197

(Figure S2). We speculate that longer microtubules interact with a larger number of

198

kinesin motors which leads to increased force production, therefore permitting the

199

bundled microtubules to move at higher velocities even when impeded by PRC1

200

crosslinks. Based on these observations, we concluded that the microtubules themselves

201

were not largely responsible for the differences between braking and coasting behaviors,

202

and that these differences were instead likely an intrinsic property of PRC1.

203
204

Braking Events Retain More PRC1 as the Overlap Shrinks than Coasting Events

205

To further probe the mechanistic differences between these two modes of microtubule

206

behavior, we next analyzed the total amount of PRC1 in overlaps. We hypothesized that

207

braking overlaps might simply contain more PRC1 than coasting overlaps, which would

208

then impart a greater ability to resist microtubule sliding. To test this, we integrated the

209

GFP-PRC1 intensity within the overlap region at each time point (Figure 3A). First, we

210

compared the integrated GFP-PRC1 intensity in overlaps at T = 0, when bundles first

211

make contact with the motors on the coverslip surface. While braking overlaps have a

212

slightly higher average initial integrated intensity than coasting events (1432 au and 805

213

au, respectively), the majority of braking and coasting events fall into a similar range of

214

initial integrated intensities (Figure 3B). Therefore, we next looked at the time-dependent

215

change in the amount of GFP-PRC1 in the overlap region as microtubules slid apart. For

216

populations of braking and coasting events with similar initial amounts of PRC1 in the

217

overlap region (~900-1600 au), braking events retain more PRC1 molecules as the

218

overlap shrinks. We observed a linear decrease in GFP integrated signal as overlap

219

lengths shortened, consistent with loss of PRC1 crosslinkers from overlaps into solution.

220

However, upon reduction to just 10% of the initial overlap length, braking events still

221

retained ~50% of the molecules they started with, while coasting events only retained

222

~30% (Figure 3C). Therefore, we conclude that it is not the initial amount of PRC1 in

223

overlaps but the retention of molecules that can distinguish braking from coasting

224

behavior.

225
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226

Expanding on these observations, we next hypothesized that decreasing PRC1’s lifetime

227

on microtubules would potentially alter the mode of bundle disruption. PRC1’s interaction

228

with and lifetime on the microtubule lattice can be modulated by changing the ionic

229

strength of the buffer. Therefore, to test our hypothesis, we allowed PRC1 to bundle

230

microtubules in 1X BRB80 buffer as before, but increased the KCl concentration in our

231

final assay buffer to 40 mM. The duration of braking events at 40 mM KCl was lower than

232

those without additional KCl. Coasting events at 40 mM KCl were still shorter-lived than

233

braking events under the same conditions (Fig 3D). Increasing the ionic strength therefore

234

not only decreases PRC1’s lifetime in bundles, but the lifetime of the bundles themselves.

235

Taken together, these results suggest that increased PRC1 lifetime within overlaps was

236

correlated with a preference for braking over coasting modes.

237
238

Next we wanted to see if these observations held true across different baseline

239

microtubule sliding velocities by varying the ATP concentration available for the kinesin

240

motors. PRC1 molecules in braking events at 100 µM ATP behave similarly to those at

241

10 µM ATP, while at 500 µM ATP PRC1 is more rapidly lost from the overlap region

242

(Figure 3E). At higher microtubule sliding velocities, braking events behave more like

243

coasting events, which lose PRC1 from the overlap region at a similar rate across all three

244

ATP concentrations (Figure 3F). Additionally, the amount of PRC1 molecules remaining

245

was similar for braking events at 0 and 40 mM KCl, but coasting events lost PRC1

246

molecules more rapidly when there was no additional KCl in the final buffer (Figure S3).

247

Taken together, the retention of PRC1 molecules seems to be a contributing factor in

248

bundle behavior, differing between braking and coasting conditions and dependent on

249

ionic strength of the buffer.

250
251

PRC1 Distribution Differs Between Braking and Coasting Events

252

We next hypothesized that the distribution of PRC1 in the overlap may be important to

253

how certain bundles retain more PRC1 over time. Therefore, we compared the average

254

variance of the GFP signal in the overlap region, where lower variance (Figure 4A)

255

suggests more even distribution of PRC1 and a higher variance indicates regions of

256

locally high and low PRC1 density within the overlap (Figure 4B). At 100 µM ATP, braking
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257

events have consistently greater variance in the GFP signal in the overlap region than

258

coasting events. In braking events, the variance continuously increases as the overlap

259

shrinks, while in coasting events the variance is lower and remains relatively constant up

260

until bundle disruption (Figure 4C). Braking events across all three ATP concentrations

261

show a similar pattern as in Figure 3B; 10 and 100 µM ATP braking events have greater

262

overlap GFP variance than coasting events and both increase in variance, with 100 µM

263

ATP braking events increasing more sharply at <20% of the initial overlap length. At 500

264

µM ATP, variance in braking events is again more similar to that of coasting events

265

(Figure 4D). Variance in coasting event overlaps at all three ATP concentrations is similar

266

up until 20% of the initial overlap length, but coasting events at each ATP concentration

267

still have much lower variance in GFP intensity than braking events at 10 and 100 µM

268

ATP (Figure 4E). Together these results suggest that the distribution of PRC1 plays a

269

role in whether a bundle displays braking or coasting behavior.

270
271

Braking Events Contain Two High-Density PRC1 Clusters at the Overlap Edges

272

The measured differences in variance in GFP-PRC1 signal in the overlap led us to

273

carefully examine kymographs and time-lapse fluorescence intensity linescans for

274

patterns in the variations in PRC1 distribution. We observed that braking events

275

frequently contained two peaks of GFP-PRC1 signal at each of the overlap edges in

276

kymographs that can be clearly by linescan analysis (Figure 5A-D, 1C). Coasting events

277

lacked these two distinct peaks in fluorescence (Figure 5E-H). To confirm that the

278

formation of these peaks was a result of motor-driven movement of microtubules, we

279

replicated the assay but did not include ATP, which resulted in bundles bound to the

280

surface whose microtubules remained static. We observed PRC1 distribution within

281

bundles at two time points: immediately after flowing them into the chamber and after two

282

hours. We then quantified the number of peaks present at these time points and found

283

that the majority of bundles (~65%) contained no peaks initially, and this number

284

increased to ~77% after two hours. About 23% of bundles initially contained one peak,

285

and after two hours this decreased to 16%. Finally, ~13% of bundles contained two peaks

286

initially, and this decreased to ~9% after two hours (Fig S5A). These data led us to

287

conclude that in the majority of cases, the doublet peaks observed in braking events
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288

emerged due to motor-driven filament sliding and not time-dependent aggregation of

289

PRC1.

290
291

Next, we quantified the time evolution of GFP fluorescence peaks in overlaps. At 100 µM

292

ATP, the number of peaks within braking events increase from ~1.4 to 1.8 on average

293

throughout the disruption event before rapidly decreasing to ~1.2 peaks as the clusters

294

of PRC1 molecules merge just before disruption. In contrast, the number of observed

295

peaks within coasting events increase from ~0.2 to 0.5 peaks on average (Figure 5I).

296

Across ATP concentrations, braking bundles at 500 µM ATP take slightly longer to

297

develop a second peak than those at 10 or 100 µM ATP, but all three conditions are

298

similar after 80% of the initial overlap length (Figure S5B). For coasting events, the

299

number of peaks varies between ~0.2 and 1 peak(s), with events at 10 and 500 µM ATP

300

being the most similar, and events 100 µM ATP having fewer peaks on average (Figure

301

S5C). From these results we conclude that the formation of multiple peaks near

302

microtubule tips is essential to braking behavior.

303
304

Next we wanted to examine how these PRC1 clusters in braking events change over time,

305

so we integrated the region surrounding the peak maxima. At 10 µM ATP, integrated

306

braking event peak intensities increase from 300 to ~375 au and then remains fairly

307

constant after 40% of the initial overlap length. At 100 µM ATP, peaks continuously

308

increase from 300 to 475 au, and at 500 µM ATP, peak intensities fluctuate between 200

309

and 275 au (Figure 5J, S5D). We also calculated the PRC1 density in peaks using the full

310

width at half-maximum (FWHM). At 100 µM ATP, peak densities remained fairly constant

311

(300-400 au/µm) until <20% of the initial overlap length, where they increased rapidly to

312

~700 au/µm (Figure 5K). Increasing ionic strength in the final buffer resulted in braking

313

events containing closer to one peak on average, and these singular peaks had lower

314

integrated intensities (Fig S5E-F). Peak densities were lower than in the 0 mM additional

315

KCl condition and remained consistent through the entire life of the overlap (~150-200

316

au/µm, Figure S5G). For coasting events, the number of peaks did not differ between

317

buffer conditions (Fig S5H). Comparison of braking event peak heights at 50% of the

318

initial overlap length for all ATP concentrations revealed a negative correlation between
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319

peak height and average bundled velocity. Higher bundled velocities, usually seen at 500

320

µM ATP, tend to have lower peak intensities, while the microtubule pairs that have lower

321

bundled velocities have more intense peaks (Fig S5I). Taken together, these results

322

suggest that the amount and distribution of PRC1 within peaks is an important

323

determinant of braking behavior. Braking event peaks not only gain PRC1 molecules over

324

time, but PRC1 density greatly increased, particularly at short overlap lengths.
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325

Discussion

326

We have employed in vitro reconstitution assays and TIRF microscopy time-lapse

327

imaging to show that PRC1 exhibits two distinct behaviors when crosslinking two

328

microtubules that are being slid apart by surface-bound kinesin molecules. We term these

329

distinct states braking and coasting. In braking events, PRC1 slows microtubule

330

movement significantly more than in coasting events relative to the single microtubule

331

velocity. Braking events retain more molecules of PRC1 within overlaps during

332

microtubule sliding than coasting events. Strikingly, bundles undergoing braking develop

333

two dense clusters of PRC1 at the overlap edges that accumulate molecules as the

334

overlap shrinks, whereas bundles undergoing coasting maintain a more uniformly

335

distributed population of PRC1 (Figure 6). These data suggest that both the retention and

336

relative distribution of PRC1 molecules within overlaps are critical to determining the

337

mechanical function of sliding crosslinked filament pairs.

338
339

Our results indicate that PRC1-mediated crosslinking of microtubule pairs always slows

340

their gliding velocities relative to single filament rates, regardless of whether coasting or

341

braking behavior emerges. Coasting provides resistance to motor-driven sliding via an

342

ensemble of PRC1 crosslinking bridges that remain evenly distributed and likely highly

343

diffusive within overlaps. We recently reported that mechanical separation of bundles at

344

constant velocity and higher ionic strengths using an optical tweezers instrument

345

generates viscous resistive forces that scale with pulling velocity (Gaska et al., 2020).

346

These results are consistent with PRC1 adopting a coasting-like behavior, with uniform

347

distribution of diffusive crosslinker particles throughout the overlap region. We

348

hypothesize that this coasting mode would allow for the integration of diverse motor

349

activity by resisting faster motor proteins more than slower proteins. We also observed

350

that when sliding is paused and then resumed, the resulting resistance is greater, possibly

351

due to clustering of PRC1 particles (Gaska et al., 2020). We speculate that these

352

observations are consistent with a transition into the braking mode observed in this study.

353

It is likely that coasting and braking behaviors are both important to the regulation of

354

spindle dynamics, and the interplay of these two modes is likely spatiotemporally
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355

regulated. The proper distribution and arrangement of PRC1 molecules may be essential

356

in determining the capacity of a bundle to resist motor-driven sliding.

357
358

How might such a distinct braking state emerge, and what might be the molecular

359

arrangement of PRC1 molecules near tips? We hypothesize that in braking events, a

360

cooperative structure of PRC1 molecules may spontaneously form near tips that is much

361

less diffuse, stiffer, and less likely to detach from the microtubule surface. Previous cryo-

362

EM work showed that PRC1 adopts different conformations based on its density within

363

microtubule overlaps. Tightly packed PRC1 molecules form a highly-ordered structure

364

with regular 8nm spacing between molecules, while sparser PRC1 molecules remain

365

more diffusive (Subramanian et al., 2010). Therefore, it is possible that at high PRC1

366

density, cooperative regularly-packed structures form with properties such as increased

367

structural rigidity that strongly inhibit microtubule sliding. It is also possible that, at high

368

density, rather than forming a cooperative structure, PRC1 crowding leads to a loss of

369

potential microtubule binding sites which results in a reduced effective diffusion constant

370

and increased resistance to sliding. Similar types of behavior have been observed with

371

the yeast PRC1-homolog, Ase1. Ase1’s adaptive braking mechanism relies on the

372

compaction of Ase1 in the overlap region, where the microtubule ends act as barriers to

373

diffusion and resistance to filament separation takes the form of an entropic expansion

374

force (Braun et al., 2017; Lansky et al., 2015). A third possibility is that PRC1 molecules

375

form higher-order complexes due to increased local density and a decrease in available

376

binding sites, but are not packing into a strictly regular array. Indeed, single diffusive Ase1

377

particles have been shown to interact to form static multimeric structures upon reaching

378

a critical density on microtubules, and these multimers localized to microtubule overlaps

379

(Kapitein et al., 2008). Therefore, we hypothesize that the clusters observed in braking

380

events are the result of microtubule ends acting as barriers to PRC1 diffusion or

381

dissociating, leading to dense packing PRC1 molecules at the overlap edges by one of

382

the three mechanisms mentioned above. These high-density regions are then capable of

383

significantly inhibiting microtubule sliding. In contrast, in coasting events PRC1 is likely

384

more evenly distributed throughout the overlap region, allowing it to remain more diffusive
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385

and leave the overlap more readily, thereby providing less resistance against motor-

386

driven sliding.

387
388

What role might a braking mode play in regulating the assembly of the spindle midzone?

389

Our recent results suggest that viscous resistance to microtubule sliding during coasting-

390

like modes can scale with velocity (Gaska et al., 2020), but cannot explain how stable

391

overlaps with minimal relative filament sliding can be established. Here, we demonstrate

392

that the spontaneous sliding-induced formation of high-density clusters of PRC1 alone

393

produce a new mechanical state which is significantly harder to disrupt when pulling

394

forces are applied to microtubules. Establishing such high densities of PRC1 molecules

395

within midzone overlaps in dividing cells would likely require the activity of motor proteins,

396

and not simply PRC1 alone. Indeed, ensembles of proteins containing PRC1 complexed

397

with its binding partner, the kinesin-4 motor protein Kif4A, have been previously reported

398

to be able to both form length-dependent end-tags at filament tips and to modulate

399

microtubule sliding behavior to generate stable overlaps (Subramanian et al., 2013;

400

Wijeratne and Subramanian, 2018). Similar slowing of filament sliding has been observed

401

with the kinesin-14 HSET and Ase1, where Ase1 has been observed to form high-density

402

clusters within overlaps and generate an adaptive braking mechanism that resists kinesin-

403

14-driven microtubule sliding (Braun et al., 2011, 2017). Our results indicate that PRC1

404

alone can generate multiple modes of resistance to filament sliding forces, but that the

405

spatial distribution of molecules needed to engage in braking likely requires other factors

406

within the dividing cell.

407
408

We propose that the differing local PRC1 environments in microtubule overlaps and the

409

development and distribution of these high-density substructures contribute to the

410

generation of a passive resistive force, allowing PRC1 to act as a true molecular brake.

411

While coasting behavior would contribute to regulation of the rate of pole separation, the

412

transition to braking behavior would provide enhanced resistance upon reaching critical

413

density that would favor the formation of stable overlaps. Therefore, both coasting and

414

braking behavior could be employed within dividing cells and may be temporally regulated

415

to modulate microtubule sliding throughout mitosis.
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416

Materials and Methods

417
418

Protein expression and purification

419

PRC1

420

Full-length human PRC1 Isoform 2 was cloned into a pET-DUET plasmid containing an

421

N-terminal histidine tag followed by a Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) cleavage site. An eGFP

422

sequence was inserted between the TEV cleavage site and the N-terminus of PRC1 with

423

a ‘AAA’ linker sequence just after the eGFP. Proteins were expressed via BL21(DE3)

424

Rosetta Escherichia coli cells (Novagen). Full-length PRC1 was expressed for 3.5 hours

425

at 18oC after induction with 0.5 mM IPTG. Cells were lysed via sonication in lysis buffer

426

(1 mg/mL lysozyme, 50 mM phosphate (pH 8.0), 10 mM imidazole, 1% Igepal and HALT

427

protease inhibitor (Pierce), 2 mM TCEP Bond Breaker, 2 mM Benz-HCl, 1 mM PMSF).

428

The lysate was clarified by ultracentrifugation and the supernatant was incubated with Ni-

429

NTA for 1 hour at 4oC (G Biosciences). The resin was then washed with Wash Buffer (50

430

mM phosphate, (pH 8.0), 500 mM KCl, 10 mM imidazole, 0.1% tween, 0.5 mM TCEP, 1

431

mM PMSF) and the protein was then eluted using Elution Buffer (50 mM phosphate (pH

432

7.0), 250 mM imidazole, 150 mM KCl, 0.5 mM TCEP). Elute was pooled and concentrated

433

to a volume of approximately 1 mL. Next, 1/30 w/w Pro TEV protease (PROMEGA), 1

434

mM DTT, and 50 uL of Pro TEV 20X buffer were added and the sample incubated in a

435

30˚C water bath for 15 minutes before overnight dialysis at 4oC in Gel Filtration Buffer (1X

436

BRB80 (pH 6.8), 150 mM KCl, 10 mM bME). Size exclusion chromatography (Superose-

437

6 increase 10/300 column, GE Healthcare) was then performed in Gel Filtration Buffer

438

with a Shimadzu High Performance Liquid Chromatograph. After collecting peak fractions

439

and concentrating to ~0.5 mg/mL, sucrose was added to 35% w/v before flash freezing

440

in liquid nitrogen.

441
442

Kinesin-1 K439

443

Plasmid encoding a truncated kinesin-1 construct (K439) with a C-terminally fused EB1

444

sequence to create stable dimers and a His8 tag (Woll et al., 2018) was generously

445

donated by the Dr. Susan Gilbert lab. The protein expression protocol was identical to

446

PRC1, except induction occurred overnight for 18 hours at 16oC. The pellet was
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447

resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM NaPO4 (pH 7.2), 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM

448

EGTA, 10 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 0.2 mM ATP, 1 mg/mL lysozyme, 30 mM imidazole, 3

449

uL benzonase (Novagen)) and sonicated. The lysate was clarified by ultracentrifugation

450

and the supernatant incubated with Ni-NTA for 1 hour at 4oC (G Biosciences). The resin

451

was then washed with Wash Buffer (20 mM NaPO4 (pH 7.2), 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2,

452

0.1 mM EGTA, 0.02 mM ATP, 50 mM Imidazole) and the protein was then eluted using

453

Elution Buffer (20 mM NaPO4 ( pH 7.2), 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCL2, 0.1 mM EGTA, 1

454

mM DTT, 0.02 mM ATP, 400 mM imidazole). Elute was pooled and concentrated to a

455

volume of approximately 1 mL. The protein was then dialyzed overnight at 4oC in Dialysis

456

Buffer (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 300 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM

457

MgAc, 50 mM KAc, 1 mM DTT). The next day the protein was dialyzed for 1 hour at 4oC

458

in Buffer 1 (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 200 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM

459

MgAc, 50 mM KAc,1 mM DTT) followed by dialysis for 1 hour at 4oC in Buffer 2 (20 mM

460

HEPES (pH 7.2), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgAc, 50 mM

461

KAc,1 mM DTT) Further purification was performed using size exclusion chromatography

462

(Superose-6 increase, GE Healthcare) using Shimadzu High Performance Liquid

463

Chromatograph. Peak fractions were pooled and dialyzed for 3 hours at 4oC in Buffer 3

464

(20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgAc, 50

465

mM KAc,1 mM DTT, 5% Sucrose). Protein was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

466
467

Microtubule preparation

468

Microtubule tubulin reagents were purchased from Cytoskeleton, Inc. Microtubules for

469

surface-immobilization were generated via mixture of rhodamine tubulin (TL590M) and

470

unmodified tubulin at a ratio of 1:20 along with 1 mM GMPCPP. Microtubules were

471

polymerized at 37oC for 20 minutes before clarification and stabilization in 20 µM Taxol

472

following published protocols (Shimamoto et al., 2015).

473
474

Flow Chamber Construction:

475

The flow chamber design and assay preparation were modified from a previously

476

described protocol (Shimamoto et al., 2015). Anti-parallel microtubule bundles were

477

constructed using passivated glass coverslips coated with SVA-PEG at a ratio of 50
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478

PEG:1 biotin-PEG. All reagents were prepared with 1X BRB80 buffer. PRC1 (2-8 nM)

479

was mixed with microtubules and allowed to incubate while the chamber was being

480

constructed. Following each reagent flow-in and incubation, a flush with ~2 chamber

481

volumes of 1X BRB80 was performed. Reagents were introduced stepwise with the

482

following order and incubation times: (1) 0.5 mg/mL neutravidin for 2 minutes; (2) 0.5

483

mg/mL alpha casein 5 minutes; (3) 0.01 mg/mL Anti-Histidine Antibody for 5 minutes; (4)

484

0.25 µg/mL K439 for 5 minutes; (6) PRC1-microtubule bundles were added to the final

485

Reaction Buffer (0.5 mg/mL alpha casein, 20 µM Taxol, 1.25 mM MgCl2, 0.125 mM EGTA,

486

Oxygen Scavenging System (4.5 mg/mL glucose, 350 U/mL glucose oxidase, 34 U/mL

487

catalase, 1mM DTT), 10-500 µM ATP. The chamber was then sealed with clear nail polish

488

prior to experiments.

489
490

Image Acquisition:

491

Microtubule bundles were imaged using two-channel TIRF microscopy using the following

492

laser lines and exposure times: GFP-tagged PRC1 molecules were excited using a 488

493

nm laser (60% power, 200 ms exposure); and rhodamine microtubules were excited using

494

a 561 nm laser (30% power, 100 ms exposure). Images were acquired using a

495

Photometric Prime 95B camera controlled with Nikon NIS Elements software at overall

496

acquisition rates of one frame per ~4 seconds. The stage was moved laterally in the X

497

direction to collect data over two fields of view (total size: 244.2 x 132.0 µm) to increase

498

the total observable field of view. Prior to analysis, images were visually screened to

499

ensure that there were only two microtubules per bundle and there were no additional

500

interactions with microtubules from other bundles.

501
502

Image Analysis

503

Analysis of fluorescent data and generation of intensity linescan data sets were performed

504

using a combination of FIJI (ImageJ) tools and custom-written Python software. For each

505

pair of microtubules, a linescan with selection width of 7 pixels was drawn along the entire

506

path of bundle separation in FIJI. The fluorescence intensity data along this line was

507

saved for each frame, resulting in a 2D array of intensity values at all recorded time points.

508

Using a custom-written Python script, the slope of rhodamine intensity changes in the last
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509

frame were calculated. A peak detection algorithm was used to find the largest changes

510

in slope, which denoted the ends of the separated microtubules. Microtubule lengths were

511

calculated from these points, which allowed for back calculation of the overlap length and

512

identification of the overlap region in preceding frames. Calculations could then be

513

performed on the GFP signal in these regions, including a summation over GFP intensity

514

values in this region to determine integrated signal intensity and the variance of the GFP

515

signal.

516
517

The peak detection algorithm was also applied to the GFP channel within the overlap

518

regions. All identified peaks were fitted to a Gaussian distribution, which allowed for the

519

calculation of the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) for each peak. An empirically-

520

determined maximum peak width value was used to filter the results and eliminate false

521

peaks. From this data, the GFP signal peak position, height, width in microns, integrated

522

intensity, and GFP peak density were extracted.
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657

Figure 1: An Assay for Measuring Motor-driven Disruption of PRC1-crosslinked

658

Microtubule Bundles. (A) Assay schematic. PRC1 (green)-mediated microtubule (red)

659

bundles are disrupted by surface-bound, plus-end-directed kinesins (purple). (B) Time-

660

lapse TIRF images of bundle disruption. Left: microtubules. Middle: PRC1. Right:

661

Composite (microtubules in red, PRC1 in green). Frame acquisition time (in seconds) is

662

shown on the right. (C) Example kymograph showing a PRC1-bundled microtubule pair

663

sliding apart. Time (Y-axis) increases from top to bottom. The overlap region is colored

664

green. Yellow lines depict overlap edges. Red arrows depict microtubule minus-ends

665

used to calculate bundled velocities. Blue arrows depict microtubule minus-ends used to

666

calculate escaped microtubule velocities. (D) Coasting kymograph. Top: microtubule.

667

Middle: PRC1. Bottom: Composite (microtubules in red, PRC1 in green; X scale: 5 µm, Y

668

scale: 20 sec). (E) Braking kymograph. Top: microtubule. Middle: PRC1. Bottom:

669

Composite (microtubules in red, PRC1 in green; X scale: 5 µm, Y scale: 20 sec).
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670

Figure 2: Two Emergent Modes of Mechanical Resistance to Bundle Disruption are

671

Independent of Microtubule Geometry (A) Distribution of the ratio of the bundled

672

velocity to the escaped velocity (VBundle:VEscaped) across all events at 100 µM ATP. Braking

673

events (black, N = 62) occur at ratios <0.4 and coasting events (red, N = 27) occur >0.4.

674

(B) Braking and coasting ratios calculated over a range of ATP concentrations. For

675

braking events, N = 15 (10 µM ATP), 39 (100 µM ATP), 16 (500 µM ATP). For coasting

676

events, N = 16 (10 µM ATP), 24 (100 µM ATP), 11 (500 µM ATP). (C) Comparison of the

677

average microtubule lengths in bundles and the average difference in microtubule lengths

678

within a bundle for braking (black) and coasting (red) events. N = 57 (braking microtubule

679

lengths), 36 (coasting microtubule lengths), 29 (braking microtubule length difference),

680

18 (coasting microtubule length difference). All error bars are SEM.
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681

Figure 3: Retention of PRC1 Molecules Differs Between Braking and Coasting

682

Events. (A) Sample GFP-PRC1 fluorescence intensity line scan of a bundle. The overlap

683

region is highlighted in green, bounded by yellow lines. (B) Individual values (solid

684

diamonds) and box plots of initial PRC1 integrated intensities measured from braking

685

(black) and coasting (red) events. N = 69 (braking), 52 (coasting). (C) Percentage of

686

PRC1 molecules remaining within the overlap region as function of overlap length for

687

braking (black) and coasting (red) events at 100 µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged

688

for each point (braking): 10 (100%), 11 (80%), 11 (60%), 11 (40%), 11 (20%), 8 (10%).

689

Number of bundles averaged for each point (coasting): 8 (100%), 4 (80%), 6 (60%), 4

690

(40%), 4 (20%), 3 (10%). (D) Individual values (solid diamonds) and box plots of

691

persistence times for braking (red: 0mM KCl, green: 40mM KCl) and coasting (purple:

692

0mM KCl, cyan: 40mM KCl) bundles at 100 µM ATP. N = 29 (braking, 0 mM KCl), 18

693

(coasting, 0 mM KCl), 21 (braking, 40 mM KCl), 11 (coasting, 40 mM KCl). (E) Percentage

694

of PRC1 molecules remaining within the overlap region as function of overlap length for

695

braking events at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500 (blue) µM ATP. Number of bundles

696

averaged for each point: 8, 10, 8 (100%), 6, 11, 7 (80%), 6, 11, 7 (60%), 8, 11, 7 (40%),

697

8, 11, 7 (20%), 5, 8, 4 (10%) for 10, 100, and 500 µM ATP, respectively. 100 µM data

698

replotted from (C). (F) Percentage of PRC1 molecules remaining within the overlap region

699

as function of overlap length for coasting events at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500 (blue)

700

µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged for each point: 8, 8, 5 (100%), 7, 4, 5 (80%), 7, 6,

701

4 (60%), 8, 4, 5 (40%), 6, 4, 4 (20%), 5, 3, 3 (10%) for 10, 100, and 500 µM ATP,

702

respectively. 100 µM data replotted from (C). All error bars are SEM. Box plots depict

703

mean, median, standard deviation, 95% confidence interval, and maximum/minimum

704

values for each data set.
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705

Figure 4: Distribution of PRC1 Differs in Braking and Coasting Events (A) An

706

example of PRC1 intensity within overlap region with low calculated variance. (B) An

707

example of PRC1 intensity within overlap region with high calculated variance. Calculated

708

initial integrated intensities for examples in (A) and (B) were within ~200 au of each other.

709

(C-E) GFP-PRC1 fluorescence intensity variance in the overlap region as a function of

710

decreasing overlap length. (C) Comparison of the GFP-PRC1 variance in braking (black)

711

and coasting (red) events at 100 µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged for each point

712

are the same as in 3C. (D) Comparison of the GFP-PRC1 variance in braking event

713

overlaps at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500 (blue) µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged

714

for each point are the same as in 3E. 100 µM data replotted from (4C). (E) Comparison

715

of the GFP-PRC1 variance in coasting event overlaps at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500

716

(blue) µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged for each point are the same as in 3F. 100

717

µM data replotted from (D). All error bars are SEM.
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718

Figure 5: PRC1 Forms Two Tip-localized Clusters in Braking Event Overlaps That

719

Accumulate Molecules and Increase in Density.

720

(A-D) Example braking event kymograph and fluorescence intensity line scans showing

721

PRC1 clusters/peaks in GFP-PRC1. (A) Overlap region of a braking event bundle. Top:

722

microtubule. Middle: PRC1. Bottom: Composite (microtubules in red, PRC1 in green. X

723

scale: 1 µm. Y scale: 25 sec). (B-D) Time-lapse fluorescence intensity line scans depicting

724

the development of peaks in GFP intensity that correlate to overlap-edge clusters seen in

725

(A). Single microtubule GFP signal in red, overlap GFP in green. Scale: 2 µm. (E-H)

726

Example coasting event kymograph and fluorescence intensity line scans showing lack

727

of clusters or peaks in GFP-PRC1. (E) Overlap region of a coasting event bundle. Top:

728

microtubule. Middle: PRC1. Bottom: Composite (microtubules in red, PRC1 in green. X

729

scale: 1 µm. Y scale: 25 sec). (F-H) Time-lapse fluorescence intensity line scans depicting

730

more uniform GFP signal in the overlap region. Single microtubule GFP signal in red,

731

overlap GFP in green. Scale: 2 µm. (I) Number of GFP-PRC1 peaks in braking (black)

732

and coasting (red) events as function of decreasing overlap length at 100 µM ATP.

733

Braking events have close to two peaks on average until distinct peaks can no longer be

734

resolved at short overlap lengths (<20% of the initial overlap length). Coasting events

735

have 0.5 peaks on average. Number of individual peaks included for each mean value

736

(braking): 14 (100%), 18 (80%), 19 (60%), 18 (40%), 17 (20%), 12 (10%). Number of

737

individual peaks averaged for each point (coasting): 8 (100%), 4 (80%), 6 (60%), 4 (40%),

738

4 (20%), 3 (10%). (J) Integrated intensity of GFP signal within peaks during braking events

739

at 100 µM ATP. Number of individual peaks averaged for each point: (100%), 18 (80%),

740

19 (60%), 18 (40%), 17 (20%), 12 (10%), (5%). (K) GFP density (integrated intensity per

741

micron) within braking event peaks at 100 µM ATP. Number of individual peaks averaged

742

for each point: 10 (100%), 16 (80%), 14 (60%), 15 (40%), 17 (20%), 12 (10%), 9 (5%). All

743

error bars are SEM.
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744

Figure 6: Model Describing Two Modes of Microtubule Sliding Determined by PRC1

745

Behavior. Schematized model depicting evolution of braking (left) and coasting (right)

746

event bundles. Both bundles contain the same initial amount of PRC1 (green). Red circles

747

represent 8 nm-long PRC1 binding sites on the microtubule lattice. Braking events slide

748

apart more slowly than coasting events and retain more PRC1 over time. PRC1 forms

749

clusters (green boxes) at the overlap edges that accumulate additional molecules as time

750

increases. Coasting events have a shorter duration than braking events, losing PRC1

751

from the overlap more readily and lack PRC1 cluster formation at the edges.
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752

Supplemental Figures S1-S5

753
754

Figure S1: PRC1 Slows microtubule Sliding Over a Range of Kinesin Stepping

755

Rates. (A) Sample microtubule fluorescence intensity linescan of a bundle. Dashed red

756

line depicts average intensity of two overlapping microtubules. Black line denotes average

757

intensity of single microtubules. (B) Quantification of average microtubule intensities of

758

single, escaped, and overlapping microtubules. Single microtubules were never part of a

759

bundle. N = 25 (Single), 13 (Escaped), 13 (Overlap). (C) A representative example of

760

calculated microtubule velocities as the bundle slides apart. Bundled microtubules (blue)

761

have lower velocities than escaped microtubules (green), with an acceleration phase

762

(black). (D) Bundled (black) and escaped (red) microtubule velocities at various ATP

763

concentrations. Escaped microtubule velocities are consistently higher than bundled

764

velocities. N = 48, 33 (10 µM ATP), 42, 46 (100 µM ATP), 26, 21 (500 µM ATP) for braking

765

and coasting, respectively. All error bars are SEM.
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766

Figure S2: Longer Microtubules Have Slightly Higher Bundled Velocities. (A)

767

Bundled microtubule velocities exhibit a slight positive correlation with increasing

768

microtubule length. (B) Escaped microtubule velocities exhibit no dependence on

769

microtubule length. N = 20 for both (A) and (B).
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770

Figure S3: Increasing Ionic Strength Does Not Impact PRC1 Retention in Overlaps.

771

(A) Percentage of PRC1 molecules remaining as a function of decreasing overlap length

772

for braking events with 0 (black) or 40 (red) mM additional KCl in the final buffer solution

773

at 100 µM ATP. Number of bundles averaged for each point (40 mM KCl): 12 (100%), 7

774

(80%), 9 (60%), 9 (40%), 10 (20%), 7 (10%). Number of bundles averaged for each point

775

for 0 mM KCl are the same as in 3C. (B) Percentage of PRC1 molecules remaining as a

776

function of decreasing overlap length for coasting events with 0 (black) or 40 (red) mM

777

additional KCl. Number of bundles averaged for each point (40 mM KCl): 8 (100%), 4

778

(80%), 4 (60%), 2 (40%), 6 (20%), 2 (10%). Number of bundles averaged for each point

779

(0 mM KCl) are the same as in 3C. All error bars are SEM.
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780

Figure S4: PRC1 Forms Clusters Across a Range of Kinesin Stepping Rates. (A)

781

Number of peaks present in a population of static PRC1-microtubule bundles (bound to

782

surface-kinesins but without the addition of ATP) after a 20 minute incubation (black,

783

“initial”) and two hours later (red). At both time points the majority of bundles contain no

784

peaks, and this percentage increases after two hours. N = 26, 33 (No Peaks), 9, 7 (One

785

Peak), 5,4 (Two Peaks) for Initial and 2 Hour time points, respectively. (B) Number of

786

GFP-PRC1 peaks as a function of decreasing overlap length for braking event overlaps

787

at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500 (blue) µM ATP. Number of individual peaks averaged

788

for each point: 12, 14, 14 (100%), 12, 18, 12 (80%), 9, 19, 12 (60%), 14, 18, 12 (40%),

789

12, 17, 10 (20%), 5, 12, 7 (10%) for 10, 100, and 500 µM ATP, respectively. 100 µM data

790

replotted from (5I). (C) Number of GFP-PRC1 peaks as a function of decreasing overlap

791

length for coasting event overlaps at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500 (blue) µM ATP.

792

Number of individual peaks averaged for each point: 7, 8, 9 (100%), 6, 3, 9 (80%), 7, 7,

793

8 (60%), 7, 4, 7 (40%), 6, 3, 7 (20%), 4, 2, 4 (10%) for 10, 100, and 500 µM ATP,

794

respectively. 100 µM data replotted from (5I). (D) Integrated peak intensities as a function

795

of decreasing overlap length for braking event overlaps at 10 (black), 100 (red), and 500

796

(blue) µM ATP. Number of individual peaks averaged for each point are the same as in

797

(B), except for 10 µM at 80% (N = 11), 20% (N = 11) and 10% (N = 4).100 µM data

798

replotted from (5J). All error bars are SEM.
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799

Figure S5: Increasing Ionic Strength Impairs PRC1 Cluster Formation

800

(A) Number of peaks in GFP-PRC1 intensity as a function of decreasing overlap length

801

for braking events with 0 (black) and 40 (red) mM additional KCl in the final buffer solution

802

at 100 µM ATP. Number of individual peaks averaged for each point (40 mM KCl): 12

803

(100%), 7 (80%), 7 (60%), 10 (40%), 11 (20%), 8 (10%). Number of individual peaks

804

averaged for 0 mM KCl are the same as in 5I. 0 mM data replotted from Fig. 5I. (B)

805

Integrated peak intensity as a function of decreasing overlap length for braking event

806

peaks with 0 (black) and 40 (red) mM additional KCl at 100 µM ATP. Number of individual

807

peaks averaged for each point are the same as in (A). 0 mM data replotted from Fig. 5J.

808

(C) Peak density as a function of decreasing overlap length for braking event peaks with

809

0 (black) and 40 (red) mM additional KCl at 100 µM ATP. Number of individual peaks

810

averaged for 40 mM KCl are the same as in (B). N for 5% overlap length = 3. Number of

811

individual peaks averaged for 0 mM KCl are the same as in 5K. 0 mM KCl data replotted

812

from 5K. All error bars are SEM.

813

(D) Number of peaks in GFP-PRC1 intensity as a function of decreasing overlap length

814

for coasting events with 0 (black) and 40 (red) mM additional KCl at 100 µM ATP. Number

815

of individual peaks averaged for each point (40 mM KCl): 8 (100%), 4 (80%), 4 (60%), 2

816

(40%), 6 (20%), 3 (10%). Number of individual peaks averaged for 0 mM KCl are the

817

same as in 5I. 0 mM data replotted from 5I. (E) Peak heights show a slight negative

818

correlation with increasing bundled velocity in braking events. Each point represents one

819

bundle (N = 15). Peak heights for a given bundle are averaged (N = 2). All error bars are

820

SEM.
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